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Preparing your 
Financial plan

Why it’s important to build an 
economically viable business?
It’s crucial to come up with a financial plan when applying for 
funding. Before we dive into the technicalities and different 
elements of a startup’s financial model, we’re going to broaden 
our view a bit and address why forecasting and financial 
planning are extremely important for startups

1. The main purpose of a financial plan is to understand and 
reflect the financials of your business. This is critical for 
both entrepreneurs and potential investors to assess the 
business model and take steps to enhance your business. 
By quantifying (and then validating) your business plan, 
business model, assumptions and vision, you’re able 
to find out if you can turn your ideas into a sustainably 
operating business.

2. Next, a financial plan is an essential part of your funding 
strategy. Financers or investors will typically ask you for 
a financial plan, whether them being an angel investor, 
VC, bank or subsidy provider. Certain investors will ask 
for more details compared to others, but it’s nevertheless 
important to provide them with as much relevant data as 
you possibly can. It gives stakeholders a clear view on how 
much external financing you need in order to grow your 
business. 

3. Third, a financial plan provides you and investors with 
a framework for the valuation of your company, which 
is another crucial element when negotiating deals with 
investors. After coming up with a comprehensive financial 
plan, you can apply a sensitivity analysis to forecast the 
startup’s future in different scenarios. We’ll deep dive into 
the topic of valuation in chapter 3. 

4. Finally, you need this type of plan to inform yourself 
and shareholders. How do you know how your company 
is performing if you don’t have any targets to achieve 
or metrics that you can compare your progress to?  
Shareholders need to be regularly updated on how you’re 
spending their money. You need a benchmark to determine 
whether you’re performing as planned, and if not, take 
appropriate actions. 
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Do you need advice from a funding expert? 
Contact us! sales.thefactory@be.ey.com

sales.thefactory@be.ey.com
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1. Steps in the development of the 
financial plan

To illustrate this process, we’ll use the example 
of 3D Meat Inc. A startup applying proprietary 
3D printing technology, meat digital modeling, 
and advanced food formulations to produce 
animal-free meat with the appearance, texture 
and flavor of whole muscle meat. With the 
help of the EY Finance Navigator, a financial 
modelling software for startups, we created a 
financial plan for this fictional company.

a. Forecasting revenues 
A reliable forecast of your revenues will be the main building 
block of your financial plan. All financial plans begin with a 
sales forecast as it’s the main driver of your financial needs. 
Be wary, as sales are often overestimated by founders, often 
due to an overly optimistic forecast. Therefore, it is essential 
to truly substantiate your expectations by quantifying them as 
much as possible. At the same time, investors are aware that 
your revenue forecast is a sales presentation, meaning that it 
also must display ambition. 

There are two main methods for forecasting sales: top-down 
forecasting and bottom-up forecasting.

Top-down forecasting

If you use the top-down approach, you work from a macro 
perspective towards a micro view. This typically goes like this: 
‘if we can capture X% of market A with a size of €Y billion, we 
will reach €Z in revenues.’ A useful aid to perform top down 
forecasting is the TAM SAM SOM model. In this model you 
start with the total available market (TAM). This is the total 
worldwide market for your product or service. The part of 
that market you address with you specific offering adjusted 
for your geographical reach. This is the serviceable available 
market (SAM). Next, you estimate the serviceable obtainable 
market (SOM). This is the market share that can be realistically 
obtained by considering your sales, distribution strategy and 
competition. This estimation should be equal to your sales 
objective since it represents the value of the market share you 
aim to capture.

By defining your TAM SAM SOM, an estimation of your costs 
needed in order to build and deliver your service or product 
can be made. This also includes expenses for supporting tasks 
such as sales, marketing, general administrative tasks and 
research & development. 

Figure 1: TAM SAM SOM
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Bottom-up forecasting

Another approach is bottom-up forecasting. It begins with 
a micro view and builds towards a macro view. This means 
a projection is made based on low-level company data and 
working up to revenue. Applying this approach, you first use 
the main drivers of your sales to estimate the total volume of 
sales. Second, you estimate how much you will charge for your 
products and/or services. With these two estimations you can 
calculate your estimated revenue. 

In practice, it is useful to combine the top-down method with 
the bottom-up approach. Top-down revenue forecasts give an 
indication of the potential size of your company in the future, 
but fail to account for the barriers, efforts and resources 
needed to reach out and convince customers. Bottom-up 
sales forecasts are complementary as they are essential 
for determining the expected revenues. Also, the top-down 
approach might seduce you to forecast too optimistically while 
the bottom-up approach might not be optimistically enough 
to convince others of the potential of your company and so 
fail to raise funding. You can use the bottom-up method for 
substantiating your short-term forecast (1-2 years) and the 
top-down method for the long-term goals (3-5 years). 

In both approaches, assumptions will be needed to substantiate 
your numbers. Start-ups often don’t have historic date 
available, so you need to be able to present the proof behind 
the numbers. Assumptions can be anything that validate your 
numbers ranging from market research to your website traffic. 
It could be useful to collect all these findings and structurally 
map them together in a data room (e.g. a Drive folder).  

In this way, you have all your data and numbers needed for 
your model in one place and save time when investors request 
a due diligence process later in the fundraising process. 

b. The different financial statements  
Any decent financial model includes a forecast of the three 
financial statements: the profit and loss statement (P&L), the 
balance sheet and the cash flow statement. These financial 
statements are the generally accepted way of communicating 
financial information across basically anyone that needs to 
show and/or understand financial performance in some way. 
Having a forecast of these statements in place, is typically a 
requirement in practically any fundraising process. We typically 
recommend a forecast of 18 to 24 months to startups as this 
should cover your first funding period.

Profit and loss statement

It is customary to start with forecasting the profit and loss 
statement (also known as the income statement). This 
represents all revenues and costs and the difference between 
the two, the profit or loss. It also shows several crucial 
performance metrics such as the gross margin, EBITDA 
(earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) 
and net margin. EBITDA is very important for investors as it 
provides insights in the operational performance of a company. 
It allows them to compare efficiency between different 
companies. EBITDA is also used to compare different time 
periods, the budget versus the actual performance etc. In 
short, the P&L indicates weak and strong performances. 

Here you observe the profit & loss statement of 3D Meat Inc. for the next 5 years. Remarkable is that in only one year, they go a negative a positive from a negative to a positive EBITDA.

Table 1: Profit & Loss Statement, EY Finance Navigator
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Balance sheet

The second financial statement is the balance sheet which 
represents everything the company owns (assets) and owes 
(liabilities) at a specific point in time. Hence, it is a static 
representation while the other two financial statements are 
dynamic (comparable to a movie while the balance sheet 
is more like a picture). Liabilities show the obligations of a 
company and how it has financed itself using debt, whereas 
assets show how these funds are used within the company. The 
difference between the value of assets and liabilities consists 
of equity, which is the paid-in capital by investors that finance 
the assets not covered by debt. The balance sheet is always in 
balance, therefore the shareholders’ equity represents the net 
value of a company or in other words: the amount that would 
be returned to shareholders if all the company’s assets were 
liquidated and all its debts repaid. . Therefore, this statement 
will be more limited and less informative compared to the P&L 
and cash flow statement. 

VC Insights

The balance sheet is generally less important for 
early startups because of the limited amount of 
assets and liabilities typical to their smaller size. 
Alternatively, you can also state your outstanding 
debts and cash position in bullet points

Table 2: Balance sheet, EY Finance Navigator
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Cash flow statement

It is very important for a startup to know how much cash is 
needed and how much cash the operations are expected to 
generate in the future. To understand this, the cash forecast 
or cash flow statement is key. This includes all expected cash 
income (mainly from sales and from equity and debt investors) 
and all cash outgoings. The difference between cash receipts 
and cash payments represents the net cash received or paid 
during a period. The cash flow statement consists of three 
different parts: the operational cash flow, the investment cash 
flow and the financial cash flow. 

The operational cash flow shows the cash inflows and outflows 
caused by core business operations. It indicates whether 
a company can generate sufficient positive cash flow to 
maintain and grow its operations, otherwise, it may require 
external financing. The investment cash flow shows changes 
in investments in assets and equipment. In most cases this will 
be negative and be a cash outflow (because investing in assets 
costs money) but in some cases the investment cash flow can 
also be positive in case a company is divesting (selling assets). 
The financial cash flow relates to cash changes caused by 
financing activities. Cash inflow occurs in case of raising capital 
and cash outflow occurs in case dividends are paid or when 
interest on cash financing are paid.

The cash flow statement allows management to make informed 
decisions on business operations and allows it to prevent and 
monitor company debt. Moreover, it helps define a company’s 
investment needs and supports the timely payment of 
expenses and debt. 

An important part of the cash flow statement is the free cash 
flow (FCF). The free cash flow represents the cash left over 
after a company pays for its operating expenses and capital 
expenditures (investments in assets). It is an important 
measure because it shows how efficient a company is at 
generating cash. Investors also use FCF to measure whether 
a company might have enough cash, after funding operations 
and capital expenditures to pay them. To calculate your free 
cash flow, you subtract your investments in assets (or your 
capital expenditures) from your operational cash flow.

Table 3: Cash flow statement, EY Finance Navigator
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Customer acquisition costs (CAC) show the average expenses 
required to acquire a new customer. These typically include 
sales and marketing expenses. You calculate CAC as follows:

The CAC informs you about the effectiveness of your sales & 
marketing strategy and helps you with optimizing the return on 
investment (ROI) of these tactics. 

The customer lifetime value (CLTV or LTV) is a prognosis of 
the total revenues that one client will generate on average 
during the full period that he/she is buying or using your 
services or products. The LTV is useful because it provides you 
with extremely important insights when used in combination 
with the CAC. The LTV shows you what you earn per client 
during his/her lifetime as your customer; the CAC shows you 
the costs of acquiring a new customer. Hence, when your CAC 
exceeds your LTV you are in trouble! In that situation, the costs 
of acquiring new customers are higher than the revenue they 
generate. Based on the conversion rate from lead to client you 
can calculate the number of leads you need to achieve your 
target of new clients. If you seek to acquire 100 new clients per 
month and your conversion rate of lead to client is 10%, you 
will need to generate 1000 leads per month! 

The churn rate (or turnover rate), is recommended for firms 
that are working with subscriptions. This rate is calculated as 
follows (for a period of one month):

The churn rate is crucial for firms with a business model that 
include recurring revenues and shows the number of customers 
that cancel their subscription during a given period. A low 
churn is a good indication as it means that few customers are 
leaving. And trust us; keeping your customers is much easier 
and cheaper than acquiring new ones!

The runway shows you the time your startup has left before 
your run out of cash, usually expressed in several months. The 
runway is hence closely related to the burn rate (revisit point 
three above) and is calculated as follows:

By measuring the burn rate and runway you know exactly how 
much money is burned every month and when you will need 
additional funding. When your runway is short, it is time to 
start looking for new financing as soon as possible. 

c. KPIs
The output of the financial plan typically includes some KPIs
or key performance indicators. KPIs are crucial metrics to 
measure the health of your business. They are important
to investors, but they should also matter to you. Based on
these metrics you track the performance of your company, 
experiment with different acquisition channels, business
models and cost structures, and you use them to become laser-
focused on the goals you defined. Not every firm uses the same 
KPIs, it all really depends on your type of industry, company
and even department or activities. It’s not difficult to imagine 
that an online SaaS (Software as a Service) startup wants to 
measure different metrics compared to the HR department
of a large corporate firm. The SaaS startup will likely be more 
interested in things like the number of active users per month, 
the churn rate (amount of unsubscribes), and the burn rate 
(total negative cash outflow). In contrast, the HR department
of the large firm will likely keep an eye on the cost per new hire 
or the headcount (number of employees within a company or 
department).

We list several KPIs that are important for tech startups. 

The number of active users is very interesting for online 
services and apps. Active users represent the unique
individuals/visitors (not to be confused with the number of 
sessions) that perform activities on an app or webpage, e.g.
per month. When you have insight in the number of active
users you can better predict the demand for a product and the 
user growth rate. Moreover, it will provide you with information 
regarding potential revenue generation.

The gross margin (displayed as a percentage of revenues) 
shows you the difference between the total production costs of 
your product or service and the total revenues of the related 
sales. You calculate this insightful figure as follows:

The burn rate helps you establish at what point in time your 
firm will run out of money based on your current cash flows. 
The burn rate is defined as the net outgoing cash flow (e.g. per 
month), or in the form of a formula:

        

Having a positive burn rate 

 you have spent more money in each period than that you have 
earned. When you have more money flowing in than out of 
your company, your burn rate is negative. 

The conversion rate is the number of people that performs 
a certain action based on a ‘call to action’ represented as 
a percentage of the total amount of people that have been 
exposed to the call to action. The eventual conversion to a 
final customer provides validates both the ability of a firm to 
sell a product/service and the demand of the market for that 
product/service.

Runway = Current cash position / monthly burn rate.

Churn rate = (Number of customers at the start of the month 
– number of customers at the end of the month) / number of 
customers at the start of the month * 100%.

Burn rate = Total cash inflow in month X – total cash outflow 
in month X when outflow > inflow. 

Gross margin = (Total revenues – total costs of production) / 
total revenues * 100%. A high gross margin means that you 
generate relatively low costs related to the production of your 
products or delivery of services.

VC Insights

Recurring revenues and costs: VCs would like 
to gain an understanding of how scalable your 
business model is. This KPI measures the extent 
to which a firm or project can increase operating 

income by increasing revenue. A business that generates 
sales with a high gross margin and low variable costs has 
high operating leverage. This indicates an interesting 
business structure for the investor.

CAC = Total expenses of acquiring new clients / total new 
acquired clients
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Whether you are a founder of a tech startup or not, make 
sure that you take some time to learn which figures are most 
important for the performance and growth of your firm. This 
doesn’t only show you the performance of your firm, but also 
the performance of the people you work with.

2. Input of the financial plan
To get the mentioned output, you need of course inputs. Here 
we discus six common elements that typically serve as the 
input sheets of a financial model. 

a. Revenue forecast
The first input sheet is the revenue forecast. Besides from 
being the most exciting sheet to fill in, it is also often the 
trickiest one to determine. If you have not achieved any sales 
in the past, how would you go about this? Like mentioned 
before, forecasting revenues is typically performed using 
a combination of the top-down (TAM SAM SOM model) and 
bottom-up methods. For the short-term sales forecast (1-2 
years ahead) you use the bottom-up method and the top- down 
method for the longer term (3-5 years ahead). 

To help you make estimates on the demand side, you could 
perform keyword research. Keyword tools can give you 
insights in the search volumes for keywords related to your 
offering. Grouped per city, country or continent, keyword 

research shows how much monthly searches are performed 
for that specific keyword on the internet. This gives a good 
approximation for the demand for certain offerings, compared 
across different regions. 

Now you know different approaches for forecasting, it’s time to 
put it down on paper. 

1. First, you list all the products and/or services you’re selling.

2. Next, you determine in which units you want to present your 
sales.

3. To continue, you forecast per sales unit the number of units 
sold. This is based on the top-down and bottom-up analysis 
you have performed. 

4. Finally, you add the selling prices. 

The order in which you build up your revenue forecast depends 
on your business model. 

Revenue impacts the top line of the profit and loss statement. 
In the P&L you deduct all costs, expenses and depreciation 
from the revenues to arrive at EBIT (earnings before interest 
and taxes). EBIT serves as input for the operational cash flow in 
the cash flow statement. If you deduct interest and taxes from 
EBIT, you arrive at the net profit. Revenues even impact the 
balance sheet as they define the accounts receivable position. 

Table 4: Revenue forecast, EY Finance Navigator
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b. Cost of goods sold
The next input is the cost of goods sold (COGS). These are 
costs that undoubtedly need to be made by a company to 
deliver a service or produce a good. Without these costs, 
the product or service would simply not exist. This amount 
excludes indirect expenses, such as distribution costs, general 
and administrative costs and sales force costs. A quick check 
to determine whether costs fall under COGS is asking yourself 
whether an expense would have been an expense even if no 
sales were generated.

COGS differ based on the type of offering you sell. 

One way of forecasting COGS is by looking at the defined sales 
target in your revenue forecast. From the revenue projections 
you know how many units of sales you aim to have. Then you 
add per unit of sales the costs of raw materials and labor costs 
involved in producing the goods. 

How you forecast COGS also depends on your business model. 

Cost of goods sold turn up in the profit and loss statement. 
Deducting them from the revenues results in the gross margin. 
This can also be presented as a percentage: the higher this 
percentage is, the more revenue is left for covering costs that 
are not directly related to production. COGS also impact the 
balance sheet as they define accounts payable and inventory. 

 

Table 5: Cost of goods sold, EY Finance Navigator
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c. Operating expenses
Operating expenses (OPEX) is the next input sheet. These 
are expenses that a business incurs as a result of performing 
his normal operations. These expenses are not necessarily 
needed to produce the goods or to deliver the services but are 
related to the supporting and operational side of business.            
Typical operating expenses for startups are events, travelling, 
legal costs, online marketing, payroll costs (employees not part 
of COGS), patent costs, insurances, etc. It‘s important that 
your spending on operating expenses aligns with your company 
strategy. 

Operating expenses show up in the profit and loss statement. 
Deducting operating expenses and cost of goods sold form the 
revenues results in EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation and amortization). 

 

 

Table 6: Operating expenses, EY Finance Navigator
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d. Personnel
Personnel is another input and probably one of the easier 
forecasts to build. With your personnel forecast you project the 
number of employees hired including their respective salaries, 
additional benefits and payroll taxes. 

In a separate tab, you can add your assumptions and describe 
who you’ll hire in the future (the more specific, the better). To 
make it easier, you can split up your personnel into different 
categories. For instance: 

• Direct labor: employees solely engaged with the production 
of the goods sold or services delivered. These costs are 
therefore part of the cost of goods sold instead of the 
operating expenses. 

• Sales and marketing: employees who are part of your 
operating expenses. They are your sales managers, 
marketing managers, copywriters etc. 

• Research and development: R&D managers, (software) 
engineers, technicians etc. They are also part of your 
operating expenses. 

• General and administration: All back office and C-level 
personnel such as the CEO, CFO, CMO, secretaries, 
bookkeepers etc. They are also part of your operating 
expenses.  

To check whether your personnel forecast is realistic, you 
could divide your projected revenues each year by the number 
of employees as full-time equivalents (FTEs) for that year. 
This tells you how much revenue you expect to generate per 
employee and provides a solid basis for comparison with 
competitors and industry leaders. Personnel eithers shows 
up in the profit and loss statement as a sperate line or it is 
included in the cost of goods sold or operating expenses. 

 

Table 7: Personnel, EY Finance Navigator

VC Insights

Salaries are an important factor for investors as 
they display the culture of your company. Setting 
your compensation too high means that you’re 
squeezing your startup, while setting it too low 
indicates that you do not value your input.
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e. Investment in assets or capital 
expenditures
The fifth input sheet are the investment in assets or capital 
expenditures. These are funds used by the company to 
acquire or upgrade physical assets such as equipment, 
intellectual property or buildings. This type of expense is 
made by companies to maintain or increase the scope of their 
operations. 

Typical capital expenditures also depend on the type of 
business and industry. For startups it is quite common to invest 
in computers, software, office equipment and machinery. Many 
startups are incentivized to categorize their expenses as capital 
expenditures instead of as operating expenses. This has to 
do with deprecation. This is an accounting technicality where 
payments related to investments in assets are spread out over 
several years in the profit and loss statement and therefore do 
not show up all at once in the year of purchase.  

This means they have a less visible reducing impact on profits. 
Be aware that the rules for categorizing expenses as assets are 
quite strict though. 

Investments in assets are neither seen as costs or expenses 
so they do not show up in the P&L statement. They are 
investments and can be capitalized, meaning a company can 
leverage their value for several years. They are, however, 
stated in the assets side of the balance sheet. 

Table 8: Capital expenditures, EY finance Navigator
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f. Financing module
The final potential input sheet of a startup’s financial model is 
a financing module. In this sheet you would add your financing 
streams such as equity, loans or subsidies. The main goal of 
this is to check the impact on your funding need when you add 
different types of funding in different years of the model. 

In your financial mix, you decide the different sources of 
funding methods you want to use for financing your startup. 
We discussed different ways to get funding in the first chapter. 
After coming up with your company’s financial mix, you’ll be 
able to determine the cost of each financing stream. 

When you include loans in the model, you need to account for 
the loan repayment and the interest payments as these have 
an impact on cash flows. 

Financing impacts the financial statements in two ways. On 
the one hand, new financing and changes in debt shows up 
in the cash flow statements as financing cash flow. On the 
other hand, interest paid on debts end up in the profit and loss 
statement. 

Table 9: Financing module, EY Finance Navigator

VC Insights

When communicating your funding need to 
potential investors, always make sure to clearly tell 
how you will spend their money. This shows the 
investor your train of thought and displays your 
ambition for your firm.
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3. Scenarios and sanity checks 
We highly recommend you create different versions (or 
scenarios) of your financial model. Entrepreneurs have the 
tendency to be very optimistic, and unfortunately, in many 
cases the reality tends to be a bit more disappointing than 
anticipated. Therefore, next to your default financial plan, 
(called your base case scenario) you might want to prepare 
a scenario which is a bit less optimistic (your worst-case 
scenario). Some things might not go as planned, so you should 
try to anticipate how your cash flow, profitability and funding 
need are impacted in less optimistic scenarios. You should also 
create a best-case scenario. This can give potential investors a 
sneak preview of the upside potential of your company and it is 
encouraging to see the financial impact of aiming for the moon. 

It might also be wise to perform some sanity check on your 
financial model to make sure you avoid common pitfalls in the 
financial models of startups. Here, we list the most common 
errors: 

1. The financial model does not resonate with the overall 
business strategy. 

2. Overoptimistic or very pessimistic revenue projections.

3. A funding need that is not adequately explained. You should 
include a breakdown of costs.

4. The underlying assumptions are not clearly defined. Make 
sure you’re able to provide clarification or proof to the 
numbers.

5. Do not underestimate the number and costs of employees 
you need to build a fast-growing company. 

6. Revenue projections are not aligned with the market size. 
Revenues cannot be larger than the size of the market.

7. Operational expenses that are left out. Make sure expenses 
are aligned to your strategy 

8. Operational expenses that are misaligned with the 
forecasted revenues. Expenses should resonate with 
revenues.

9. There is no realistic view of EBITDA and the gross and net 
margins. When speaking with investors, you should always 
be prepared to answer questions on your current and 
expected margins.

10. Do not disregard the importance of working capital. You 
should not underestimate the effect of payment terms on 
your funding need. 

VC Insights

Do not overcomplicate the financial model. Keep 
it simple (KISS) and easy for external parties to 
comprehend.

Lack of preparation – be able to provide your financial plan 
directly to investors upon request.
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